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Water and Management Inc. 
 
 

To: PINE MOUNTAINS MEMBERS 

Subject: East and West Winter Parking 
 

Parking at Pine Mountains can be quite a challenge in the winter months. 

In an effort to maximize the winter parking at both the west and east parking lots, the Board 

has developed a parking plan for vehicles, snow and side-by-side machines as well as other 

OTVs.  Please see the maps accompanying this notice. 

For the paved west parking lot next to the shop and barn, members who have more than one 

vehicle, and do not use them on a daily basis, please park the second vehicle along the east 

fence line in front of the corrals identified on the west parking map as ‘Long Term Vehicle 

Parking.’  Be mindful not to block the gate of the center corral.  This gate provides snow 

machine access to the pasture area at the top of the hill.  A ‘NO Parking’ sign has been 

posted.  You are welcome to park on either side of this gate. 

Snow machines may be parked in the area north or toward the shop and just off the shoulder 
of the entrance road to the paved parking area, as identified on the map.  Parking ATV, 
UTV, or other OHV machines is allowed along the fence line that boarders the storage units 
to the north of the paved lot.  Signs have been placed along the north fence line to help 
identify the correct parking areas.  Machines parked in the center of the paved lot for 
extended periods prevent the removal of snow and decreases the number of available parking stalls.  For 
extended periods, please park your machine in the posted long term areas. 

Trailers, attached or not to vehicles, are not to be parked in the west paved parking lot.  Trailers may be 

parked in the burn pile area. 

For the east parking lot, snow machines and other OHVs can be parked for extended periods along the 

south side of the parking lot, as identified on the east parking map as ‘Snowmobile and UTV Parking.’  
Parking of trailers in the east parking lot is not allowed.  Trailers that are actively being loaded or unloaded 
must be removed from the lot as soon as possible. 

After reviewing the maps accompanying this notice, if you have questions please contact a 

member of the Board. 

Thank you for helping reduce the congestion in the winter parking lots. 
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